Discover Our Ocean
Where is most of the water on Earth found?
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BACKGROUND AND
TEXT OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
About 70 percent of Earth’s
surface is covered with ocean. All
ocean water on Earth is connected, creating one large ocean,
which contains about 97 percent
of all water on Earth. Five smaller
ocean basins are named Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, Arctic and
Southern. The ocean influences
climate, weather and landscapes
around the globe.
Oceans are essential for all
life forms, including humans.
Although humans live on land,
our lives are tied to the ocean.
Organisms in the ocean originally produced the oxygen we
breathe today. We also depend
on the ocean as a source of food,
medicines and energy.
The ocean is home to a huge
diversity of life, and new life
forms are still being discovered
as humans explore deeper and
deeper underwater.
OCEAN WATER
All ocean water on Earth is
connected, creating one large
ocean into which all the major
watersheds on the planet empty.
This ocean water is salt water
and contains about 3.5 percent
natural salty minerals.
WEATHER, CLIMATE AND THE
OCEAN
The ocean plays a huge role in
the water cycle and in circulating
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water around the planet. Water
in the ocean is moved by winds,
tides, the rotation of the Earth,
solar energy and water density.
The movement of water effects
weather and climate around the
planet. The ocean absorbs solar
radiation, warms and then loses
heat by evaporation, driving
circulation of air and water in the
atmosphere. Most rain originates over tropical ocean waters
where warm temperatures cause
evaporation.
Water also cycles within the
ocean driven by currents and
water density differences. El
Niño, Spanish for “boy child,”
and La Niña, Spanish for “girl
child,” are not really kids. They
are ocean currents that cause
topsy-turvy weather. El Niño is
the warming of eastern Pacific
waters near Peru. La Niña is the
cooling of these same waters.
When either is active, the world’s
weather can get weird. Changes
in ocean circulation can cause
changes in climate.
The ocean also plays a very large
role in the movement of carbon
and energy around the planet.

THE OCEAN SHAPES THE
LAND
The ocean influences landscapes
around the globe. Wind, waves
and water are a powerful force
of erosion and breakdown rock
along coastlines. Wind and water
also deposit sand to build new
land. As sea levels have changed
over time, water has eroded and
deposited new land even where
there isn’t ocean anymore. Materials we use, such as sandstone,
were formed at the bottom of
prehistoric seas.
Earth motions, such as plate
tectonics, affect both land and
ocean. An earthquake under
ocean water can lead to additional natural hazards such as
tsunamis.
OCEAN INFLUENCES
LIFE ON LAND
Fossils provide evidence that the
earliest life came from the ocean.
Although humans live on land,
our lives are tied to the ocean.
Tiny photosynthetic organisms
in the ocean originally produced
most of the oxygen in Earth’s
atmosphere, including the oxygen we breathe today. We also
depend on the ocean as a source
of food, medicines, minerals
and energy. The ocean and its
resources help boost economies,
provide jobs, transportation
routes and security. The ocean
also provides recreational op-
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portunities such as surfing and
scuba diving, and the ocean has
influenced and continues to
influence many cultures. In fact,
most of the world’s population
lives near a coast. Humans also
influence the ocean—we take
things out and put things in. The
ocean may be very large, but the
resources it provides do have
limits. Everyone is responsible
for taking care of the ocean.
DIVERSE OCEAN HABITATS
The ocean, both wide and
deep, is the largest living space
on Earth. It is home to a huge
diversity of life. Life in the
ocean ranges from very tiny
(microscopic) to the largest life
form ever found on the planet—
the Blue Whale. Most of the life
in the ocean is microbes, such
as plankton—tiny organisms
that larger organisms eat to
survive. Many different habitats
exist throughout the ocean and
these support very diverse life
forms with unique adaptations
and interesting relationships.
Even within a habitat, there is
variation. For example, shoreline
habitats have different vertical
zones because of tides and
waves.
FINAL FRONTIER
New life forms are still being
discovered as humans explore
deeper and deeper underwater.
Entire ecosystems exist deep
underwater that use chemical
energy instead of light. Humans
have only explored around five
percent of the ocean. New technology, scientific modeling and
people in different fields working together are making it easier
to learn more about the last wet
frontier on Earth.
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ONLINE POP-UP TEXT
Estuaries—Many fish and shellfish begin life in estuaries, the mixing
zone where fresh water rivers meet salt water. Bays, sounds, marshes
and sloughs are estuaries. They contain nutrients (food) brought by rivers. Grasses and other water plants grow here, feeding and sheltering
ducks, bald eagles, brown pelicans, alligators, muskrats, crabs, clams,
worms and fish. Estuaries are important economically as nurseries for
human food (shrimp, crab and fish), as well.
Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodia)
• Great Blue Herons live in many wetland areas and are commonly
found in estuary environments which provide a source of food.
• These birds wade in shallow water and stab prey, like fish and crabs,
with their long beaks.
• The Great Blue Heron makes its nest in trees near the water.

Kelp Forest—Thick, swaying forests of kelp grow in cool ocean waters.
Kelp is a kind of seaweed that supports fish, snails, sea stars, shrimp, sea
urchins, abalone and other creatures.
Sea Otter (Enhydra lutris)
• Sea Otters tangle themselves in kelp to keep them from drifting while
they sleep.
• Sea Otters use rocks as tools. They will place a rock on their chest and
crack the shells of clams and mussels against it. They also use rocks to
loosen shells from rocks underwater.
• Sea Otters keep food in folds of skin under their front legs when they
swim to the surface.

Open Ocean or Pelagic Zone—Floating in the open ocean are billions
of tiny animals called zooplankton; tiny plants called phytoplankton
turn sun’s energy into food for billions of animals. Together, zooplankton and phytoplankton are called plankton.
Plankton
• Most of the Oxygen we breathe was produced by tiny single-celled
phytoplankton floating in the ocean. Phytoplankton produce oxygen
through photosynthesis, just like plants.
• Plankton is the foundation for the ocean food web. Larger animals
depend on plankton as a food source.
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Coral Reefs—Tropical oceans support brilliantly colored coral reefs,
made of the skeletons of soft-bodied animals called corals. Coral reefs
develop over hundreds of years; home to anemones, sponges, sea stars,
shrimp, lobsters, crabs, eels, sea turtles and fish.
Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas agassizii)
• Green sea turtles do not drink fresh water; they drink salt water.
Glands located behind their eyes secrete excess salt in tears.
• Although sea turtles breathe air, adults can sleep underwater for up
to two hours at a time.
• Reef fish help keep Green Sea Turtles clean. Algae grow on sea turtles’
carapace (shell) and fish eat the algae and clean them off.

Hot-Water Vents—Super-hot water spews from cracks in the ocean
floor called hydrothermal vents; here, bacteria combine with chemicals
to make food for worms, shellfish and crabs found nowhere else. Hydrothermal vent habitats are still being explored and new animals are
still being discovered.
Hydrothermal Vent Octopus (Vulcanoctopus hydrothermalis)
• This octopus has no color and is so transparent its insides are visible
through its skin.
• Not much is known yet about this octopus, but it lives near hot-water
vents and probably eats crabs and shellfish that, in turn, eat tiny
organisms that eat chemicals produced by the vents.
• The Hydrothermal Vent Octopus has eyes, but it is unknown if it can
see. It uses other senses like touch and smell to find its way through
the dark of the ocean floor.

Midnight Zone—This dark, cold zone ends on the ocean floor, sometimes more than five miles deep! Dead plants drift down from zones
above. Midnight dwellers eat each other or dead animals. Small, weirdlooking fish use light organs to lure prey and communicate.
Deep Sea Anglerfish (Melanocetus johnsoni)
• This fish lives more than half a mile (1 km) deep in the midnight zone
of the ocean where there is no light.
• The Deep Sea Anglerfish “fishes” for its meals by waving a spine with
a glowing tip located at the top of its head near its mouth to attract
prey.
• Although it appears ominous, this fish is only about five inches (12.7
cm) long and could fit into your hand.
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ACTIVITIES
OCEAN HOMES ACTIVITY
Please see Ocean Homes Activity
student copy page.
ANSWER KEY
Please see Ocean Homes Activity
answer key.

TAKE ACTION!
POSTER ITEMS
1. I will be considerate of ocean
wildlife. I won’t feed sea
birds or dolphins, or disturb
bird or sea turtle nesting
grounds.
2. I will cut apart the rings
of six-pack holders before
throwing them away, so they
don’t trap marine animals if
they end up in the ocean.
3. I will leave plants and
animals at the beach or in
tide pools; I will not remove
them from their homes.
ACTIVITIES
Participate in or host a water
clean-up day (this may be a
beach, estuary or river). Since
water systems are connected,
these actions can help the
health of our ocean, even if
your location is far from the
ocean. Record how much trash
and other debris is collected
during the event and use the
data to educate the school
and community about the
connection between local water
and the ocean.

ASSESSMENTS
PRETEST/POSTTEST
Before students visit the Discover
Our Ocean Unit of the Discover
Water website, have them take
the following quiz to see what
they already know about our
Ocean. Have students take the
same quiz again as a posttest to

measure learning.
Please see the Discover Our
Ocean Pretest/Posttest student
copy page.
PRETEST/POSTTEST ANSWER
KEY
1. 97
2. 3.5
3. All of the above
4. True
5. True
6. Both a and b

weather and climate are affected
by the ocean and also mention
products that contain ocean
resources (such as toothpaste).
Human garbage can reach the
ocean via rivers.
WHAT DID I LEARN? ONLINE
QUIZ ANSWER KEY
Q. Although a very extreme environment, the area around hotwater vents provides a unique
habitat for specially adapted
worms, shellfish, crabs and the
Hydrothermal Vent Octopus?
A. True

7. Photosynthetic organisms
in the ocean

Q. An estuary is where salt water
meets __________.

8. False

A. Fresh water

9. All of the above

Q. Sea Otters use rocks as tools
to:

10. 5
CRITICAL THINKING
QUESTIONS
LEVEL 1
Where is most of the water on
Earth found?

A. Loosen shellfish from rocks
underwater

Answers should mention that
most of the water on Earth is
found in Earth’s ocean.

A. True

LEVEL 2
Why does the ocean support so
many different kinds of life?
Answers should mention that
there are many different habitats
within the ocean and each supports different kinds of life.
LEVEL 3
Explain ways that someone who
lives hundreds of miles from the
ocean can still be affected by it.
Also explain ways that someone
who lives hundreds of miles from
the ocean can affect it.
Answers should discuss how
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Q. Green Sea Turtles drink salt
water and secrete the salt in the
form of tears.

Q. How does the Deep Sea Anglerfish lure its prey?
A. Fishing with a glowing spike
on its head

EXTENSIONS
Ideas for ways to support and
expand lesson plans about this
topic or provide additional activities for advanced learners.
• Research additional animals
from each of the habitats in
the Ocean Homes Activity
• Assign each student or group
of students a habitat and have
them construct a diorama
showcasing organisms from
that habitat
DiscoverWater.org © 2011 Project WET Foundation

• Challenge students to research
and identify additional ocean
habitats and draw a poster
with facts showing what they
would include if they could
add a “port hole” to that habitat

RESOURCES
PROJECT WET RESOURCES
Project WET KIDS (Kids in
Discovery Series) Booklets
• Discover Bays & Estuaries
• Discover California Coastal
Ecosystems
• Discover Coral Reefs
• Discover Floods
• Discover Marine Mammals
• Discover Ports and Harbors
• Discover Sea Turtles
• Discover the Hudson River
• Explore Oceans
• Fish & Fishing
Project WET Curriculum and
Activity Guide 2.0 Activities
• A Drop in the Bucket
• Blue Planet
• Blue River
• Invaders!
• Ocean Habitats
• Seeing Watersheds
• There is No Away
• Water Inspirations
ADDITIONAL STUDENT
RESOURCES
Collard, Sneed B., III. 2005. One
Night in the Coral Sea. Watertown, MA: Charlesbridge.

Rizzo, Johnna. 2010. Oceans.
Washington, DC: National Geographic Children’s Books.
Walker, Sally M. 2002. Life in an
Estuary. Minneapolis, MN: Lerner
Publications Co.
ADDITIONAL EDUCATOR
RESOURCES
Cerullo, Mary M. 1999. Sea Soup
Phytoplankton. Gardiner, ME:
Tilbury House.
Halversen, Catherine, Kevin
Beals, and Craig Strang. 2001.
Ocean Currents: Marine Science
Activities for Grades 5-8. Teacher’s
Guide. Berkeley, CA: GEMS Lawrence Hall of Science.
Murray, Laura, Deidre Gibson
and Angela Ward. 2008. “RealTime Ocean Data in the Classroom.” Science Teacher, 75 (7),
44-48.
Schoedinger, Sarah, Francesca
Cava and Beth Jewell. 2006.
“The Need for Ocean Literacy in
the Classroom: Part I. “Science
Teacher, 73 (6), 44-47.
Schoedinger, Sarah, Francesca
Cava and Beth Jewell. 2006.
“The Need for Ocean Literacy in
the Classroom: Part II.” Science
Teacher, 73 (6), 48-53.
Bridge: An ocean of free teacherapproved marine education
resources. This site offers a vast
amount of marine educational
materials. http://web.vims.edu/
bridge/?svr=www

DuTemple, Leslie A. 2000.
Jacques Cousteau. Minneapolis,
MN: Lerner Publications.
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Student Copy Page 1 of 2

OCEAN HOMES ACTIVITY (also in My Science Notebook)
As you complete the online Ocean Homes Activity, add information about each animal you
discover. You can also sketch in features of each animal’s habitat.

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:
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Student Copy Page 2 of 2

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:

HABITAT:
HABITAT DESCRIPTION:
ANIMAL:
FUN FACTS:
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Answer Key 1 of 2

OCEAN ACTIVITY ANSWER KEY
Answers should be similar to below:

HABITAT:

Open ocean (Pelagic Zone)

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Open water away from land that is warmed by
the sun

ANIMAL:

Plankton—zooplankton and phytoplankton

FUN FACTS:

Tiny plankton are food for billions of larger animals

HABITAT:

Hydrothermal Vents on the deep ocean floor

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Underwater vents that spew super hot water
heated by magma underground

ANIMAL:

Hydrothermal Vent Octopus

FUN FACTS:

This octopus’s skin is transparent and its insides
are visible

HABITAT:

Kelp Forest

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Places where tall seaweed (kelp) grows from the
sea floor to the surface

ANIMAL:
Sea Otter

FUN FACTS:

Sea Otters use rocks as tools to crack open shells
to find food
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Answer Key 2 of 2

HABITAT:
Estuary

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Wetlands where salt water meets fresh water
along coastlines

ANIMAL:

Great Blue Heron

FUN FACTS:

These birds stab fish and other prey with their
long sharp beaks

HABITAT:

Midnight Zone

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Deep in the ocean where no light penetrates

ANIMAL:

Deep Sea Anglerfish

FUN FACTS:

This fish uses a glowing lure on top of its head to
attract prey

HABITAT:

Coral Reefs

HABITAT DESCRIPTION:

Colorful, rich communities of coral, fish and other
animals that exist in warm, shallow waters

ANIMAL:

Green Sea Turtle

FUN FACTS:

These turtles can actually drink salt water and
have special glands that excrete the salt
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Student Copy Page

Discover Our Ocean Unit Pretest/Posttest
1. The ocean contains about ___ percent of all the water on Earth.
a.
b.
c.
d.

50
75
90
97

2. Salt water is generally about ___ percent salt.
a.
b.
c.
d.

0.5
1
3.5
15

3. Water in the ocean is moved by ________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Solar energy
Water density
Tides
All of the above

4. True or false, El Niño and La Niña are ocean currents that can lead to weird weather?
5. True or false, changes in ocean currents can lead to changes in climate?Water is a combination of
which two gases?
6. The ocean changes the landscape by ________.True or false, your attitude about water is affected
by where you live?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Depositing sand
Eroding rock along coastlines
Both a and b
None of the above

7. Most of the oxygen originally produced on Earth came from ________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Trees
Ferns
Photosynthetic organisms in the ocean
Seaweed

8.

True or false, the ocean provides one type of habitat?

9.

For humans, the ocean provides _______.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Jobs
Transportation routes
Recreational opportunities
All of the above

10. Humans have explored about ___ percent of the ocean.
a.
b.
c.
d.

5
25
75
95

Score: ___/10
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